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  Description

  Antifungal benefits: Kojic acid is also thought to have some antifungal benefits. It may be helpful in preventing and treating certain fungal infections, such as athlete’s foot and yeast infections. Cabanes J, et al. (1994). Kojic acid, a cosmetic skin whitening agent, is a slow-binding inhibitor of catecholase activity of tyrosinase. Even with somewhat limited research conducted on kojic acid, this skincare ingredient has already yielded impressive results in terms of skin brightening, lightening, and reducing hyperpigmentation," says board-certified dermatologist Dr. Michelle Henry, M.D., founder of Skin & Aesthetics Surgery of Manhattan. In addition to reducing the appearance of hyperpigmentation and treating melasma, Henry says studies indicate that kojic acid is radioprotective and boasts anti-inflammatory properties. Skin Lightening Creams: Kojic Acid is commonly found in dark-spot erasers, blemish-fading serums and creams, cleansers and bar soaps. It’s used as an ingredient in soap making or formulation of creams/ lotions, serums, toners and other types of skincare products. Kojic Acid is a cosmetic raw material/ ingredient, and so requires preparation and skincare formulation knowledge/ experience before using.
Kojic Acid is used to brighten and lighten the skin by stopping the production of melanin (the pigment that colours the skin, hair, and eyes).Caroline Robinson, MD, is a board-certified dermatologist and founder of Tone Dermatology in Chicago, IL. Dr. Robinson and her team treat a full range of skin conditions, with particular focus on cosmetic dermatology, preventative skincare, and ethnic skin dermatology. Honestly, testing a slew of skincare products can wreak havoc on my complexion, but whenever I incorporate PCA's kojic acid face serum into my routine, I notice my dark spots start to fade. It's the perfect reset button for playing dermatologist at home," says Saunders. While kojic acid is considered a fairly safe ingredient to use on a variety of skin types, it can be a bit overwhelming for some people. Dr. Khot says, “On rare occasions, red rashes, irritation, itching and burning sensations are associated with KA use. This can however be remedied by adding the compound azeloglicina to soothe the irritation. Also, people with sensitive skin must use it cautiously. Never use the ingredient on broken or irritable skin, and always use sunscreen in the morning to protect the skin.” Kojic Acid is a key ingredient in many commercial-brand dark spot erasers and lightening creams, soaps, and serums. Kojic Acid works by preventing the formation of excess melanin, resulting in the fading of unwanted blemishes/ dark spots and a clearer even skin tone. Product Summary (Kojic Acid Powder)
Anti-aging effect: Products containing kojic acid may lighten the skin, which can improve the appearance of age spots and sun damage. The reduction of dark spots can have an anti-aging effect. Antibacterial benefits: Kojic acid is also enriched with antibacterial properties. It can help you fight against a wide range of common bacterial skin infections. Hence, kojic acid can fade away acne caused by bacteria. However, this link was weak since kojic acid is slowly absorbed into the circulation. It is unlikely that levels would become high enough to cause cancer in humans. Kojic acid can help deal with bacterial skin infections like acne and fungal skin infections like athlete's foot, ringworm and yeast infections on the skin. 2. Recommended dosage of kojic acid for skin If you are looking for a cure for your dark spots, then SkinKraft has the best solution. SkinKraft’s Dark Spot Control Serum With Glow Boosters contains kojic acid, which reduces dark spots while offering you a smooth and radiant glow.
Kojic Acid Interacts with Iron Content
Another reason and probably the most common one for your lotions turning brown is that kojic acid interacts with any iron “fe” content in the base lotion. So making your lotions from scratch is the best way to make an all-natural lotion that will have a long self-life and no color issues. In our upcoming member’s area, we teach step by step how to create products with long shelf lives that have the right ingredients in the right amounts to avoid color or contamination issues. Also in the member’s area, we show you additives that neutralize the iron content in your made from scratch formulations. Adding Kojic Acid to Pre-Made Lotions Some people may see results after a few weeks, although it may take longer in certain situations. Products containing kojic acid may only be recommended to be used for a brief time. The combinations showed visible results in 52% cases of pigmentation. However, you should strictly avoid overdosage of kojic acid (beyond 4%) as it may lead to severe skin irritation and sensitivity. Tips On Using Kojic Acid In Skin Care
Melasma is a common issue related to pregnancy in women and shows up as dark patches on the face and body. Kojic acid may be helpful in dealing with the melasma of the skin. iv) Inhibits future appearance of scars: Kojic acid is not soluble in oil. It does not dissolve in oil-based solutions, such as heavy creams.Two double-blind studies concluded that a combination of 2% kojic acid with 2% hydroquinone and 4% kojic acid with 5% glycolic acid works efficiently on pigmentation. When choosing products, people should be sure to follow their directions for use. It is also important to make sure the product contains the concentration of kojic acid recommended by a dermatologist. The science behind how kojic acid works as a lightening agent involves its effect on melanin production. Cabanes, J., Chazarra, S., & Garcia-Carmona, F. (1994, December). Kojic acid, a cosmetic skin whitening agent, is a slow binding inhibitor of catecholase activity of tyrosinase [Abstract]. Journal of Pharmacy and Pharmacology, 46(12), 982-985
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      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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